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parameterization2 problem:
parameterized microphysics in 
parameterized clouds

parameterization problem:
parameterized microphysics in 
(under)resolved clouds

microphysics at its native scale

Cloud microphysics across scales



Traditional modeling approaches are based on continuous 
medium approach, that is, applying density of various condensed 
water species (e.g., mass of particles per unit volume).

In practice, mixing ratios are used (i.e., mass per unit mass of dry 
air) as these are conserved along fluid trajectories when particle 
growth and sedimentation are excluded.

Such an approach has been a workhorse for cloud modeling for 
decades…





Microphysical schemes:
Bulk schemes: single-moment  (mass only, really no μphysics)

double-moment (mass and number)
triple-moment (mass, number, spectral shape).

Bin schemes: representing the spectrum of particles 
(single moment, double moment).

Multidimensional bin schemes: representing the spectrum plus 
additional particle properties (e.g., aerosol).
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Adding rain or drizzle:



Microphysical schemes:
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Water vapor

Cloud water

Cloud ice

Rain

Snow



Lin et al. JCAM 1983, Rutledge and Hobbs JAS 1984

Warm-
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Traditional approach to bulk cloud microphysics
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Is bin microphysics the ultimate scheme?

Such a scheme is often used as a benchmark for bulk 
schemes (e.g., deriving formulas for bulk schemes)…

But, there are issues:
- physical complexity, especially for ice;
- stochastic („lucky droplets“) vs deterministic 

(Smoluchowski eq.) rain onset?
- numerical aspects;
- how to account for subgrid-scale processes?
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Setup of WRF bin simulations:

bowling alley horizontal domain; open at the ends, periodic across

1 km/0.25 km horizontal/vertical grid length, 3 sec time step

single sounding (from observed environment ahead of the squall line) initialization, low-
level convergence applied to initiate convection

model run for 6 hours, two initial hours considered as spinup

612 km

122 km

25 km



2-moment, 
Z. Lebo et al.

(Caltech, NCAR)

1-moment, 
A. Khain et al.
(Hebrew U.)

1-moment, 
I. Geresdi et al.

(U. of Pecs)

composite of observations
Radar reflectivity

line average horizontal cross section at 2 km 



Can we do better?



Lagrangian treatment of the condensed phase:
“Lagrangian Cloud Model”, “Super-droplet method”:



blue - low multiplicity
red - high multiplicity



CCN
activated CCN – cloud droplet

Lagrangian warm-rain microphysics
(e.g., Andrejczuk et al., Shima et al., Arabas et al. and others)



Summary:

Lagrangian approach to model cloud processes provides a straightforward 
methodology when compared to existing Eulerian bin microphysics schemes. 

Since typical grid lengths in cloud simulations are a few 10s of meters, the 
impact of subgrid-scale processes on the droplet spectrum needs to be 
included. This is straightforward when the Lagrangian approach is used, but 
difficult (impossible?) for traditional Eulerian LES cloud models.

Extension of the Lagrangian approach to include ice processes seems 
straightforward and is pursued by several groups (Japan, Germany, Poland). 
Application to deep convection simulation will become a reality soon…

Grabowski 
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